
Advanced Logging for MakeoverMonday: 

Instructions for Mac users



Thank you for getting involved with our MakeoverMonday
Advanced Logging week.

These instructions will get you setup to do the advanced 
logging. 

If you get stuck, email hlam@tableau.com and acotgreave@tableau.com or tweet @acotgreave and @vitobug. We’ll do 
the best we can to respond as quickly as we can. 

Note: please follow these instructions at your own risk. You will be creating new shortcuts and temporarily altering the 
logging structure. 

mailto:hlam@tableau.com
mailto:acotgreave@tableau.com


Overview: 4 steps for advanced logging
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Step 1: 

Clear out your old Tableau Logs



1. Close Tableau

2. Open Finder

3. Navigate to your Tableau Repository folder:

Documents/My Tableau Repository

OR

Documents/My Tableau Repository (Beta)

Locate your logs



2. Rename the Logs folder to Logs_original

When restarted, Tableau will re-create the Logs folder with only 

the logs for the new session.

Rename your log folder



Step 2:

Turn on advance logging



Step 2:
Watch this video for instructions:
http://tabsoft.co/mmLogsMac



1. Start a terminal by typing 

terminal in your Finder

2. Navigate to the folder where 

you put your Tableau 

application.  Typically it is in 

Applications:

cd Applications

Navigate to Tableau in Terminal



3. Tell Terminal to start Tableau (or Tableau Public) with 

Advanced Logging turned on. For Tableau Desktop:

open -a Tableau.app --args -DOverride=PresModelLogs

For Tableau Public:

open -a “Tableau Public” --args -DOverride=PresModelLogs

Tableau will start. Everything will look the same as normal.

Start Tableau with Advanced Logging



You need to start Tableau from the 

terminal each time* you want advance 

logging to be turned on.

* This includes starting a new Tableau window inside Tableau, 

even if the original instance was started from the terminal.

Don’t Forget!!!



Step 3 (optional):

Check that it’s working



Optionally test the advance logging:

Use Tableau as usual and after you have created a viz, go back to 

your Documents/My Tableau Repository/Logs folder.  You 

should see images of the viz you created!

Step 3 (Optional) test if it’s working



Step 3: 

Do the Makeover! 



Step 3: 

Do the Makeover! (remember – do the 
makeover immediately after turning on 
advanced logging via the terminal)



Do a makeover as normal.
We’re looking at data about wildlife strikes on planes in the US.

To avoid Tableau overwriting the logs, please save and upload 

them AS SOON AS POSSIBLE once you are done!

Explore and analyse your 

data as you would with any 

dataset. Don’t do anything 

differently just because 

we’re logging it!

TDE: til.bi/mm47tde

CSV: til.bi/mm47csv

http://til.bi/mm47tde
http://til.bi/mm47csv


Step 4: 

Upload your logs



1. Go to your Logs folder: 

Documents/My Tableau 

Repository/Logs

2. Create a zip file of the 

entire folder:

• Right-click on the Logs

folder to expose the 

context menu

• Select Compress “Logs”

Upload your logs - 1



3. Use WeTransfer.com (it’s free!) to upload the Logs.zip and your Tableau 

workbook

4. Before you press “Transfer”, WeTransfer should look like this:

Upload your logs - 2

https://www.wetransfer.com/


Thank you!

In case of problems, contact:
• Andy Cotgreave

• acotgreave@tableau.com
• @acotgreave

• Heidi Lam

• hlam@tableau.com
• Amy Alberts

• @vitobug

We will do our best to respond as quickly as possible!
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